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2 Introduction
A McKinsey Global Survey¹ found that in traditional industries such as automotive,
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals and oil and gas, only between 4% and 11% of Digital
Transformation projects were deemed successful. In many cases, a number of projects suffered
from lack of appropriate skills and effective partners to help the organization to implement
change effectively. It is clear is that Digital Transformation requires a broad set of skills and
technologies to be brought to bear, something that is difficult for the individual company to
achieve alone. Whilst an enterprise generally has very deep knowledge of its own vertical
industry, it often will not have in-house skills in the technologies and approaches required to
implement digital transformation. Equally, the suppliers and providers of disruptive technologies
(such as 5G, AI, Cloud, Edge, etc.) may have great expertise with their chosen technology, but
generally do not have deep knowledge of the vertical industries they are helping to transform.
The most successful transformation projects seem to be those which bring together domain
expertise specific to the industry vertical alongside strong technology and implementation skills
from experienced partners. But bringing together these ecosystems of partners - and governing
them successfully - is a complex challenge!
This white paper investigates four different aspects of how ecosystems can be used to more
effectively support Digital Transformation opportunities:

Section 3 introduces some models and frameworks that offer an approach for how
to think about ecosystems and how to understand the various stages in developing a
new ecosystem or engage with an existing ecosystem. This section goes on to describe
a methodology for selecting which ecosystems might be suitable to engage with for
specific use cases.
Section 4 explores the challenges of sharing data across ecosystems and the trust
infrastructures that are emerging to support this sort of data sharing. It discusses
initiatives like International Data Spaces (IDS) and GAIA-X. All of these suggest IT
architectures and a collaboration frameworks that help with the safeguarding data
sovereignty.
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Section 5 examines the role of platforms and platform business models in making
ecosystems practical, and proposes the concept of industry specific platforms as a way of
bringing vertical industry ecosystems to life.
Section 6 highlights the wide range of transformative case studies that are emerging in
the manufacturing vertical. Other verticals such as healthcare and automotive will be
explored in future editions of this whitepaper.

*1
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Organization/Our%20Insights/Unlocking%20
success%20in%20digital%20transformations/Unlocking-success-in-digital-transformations.ashx
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3 Key Challenges in Ecosystem Modelling
3.1

How to Think About Ecosystems
One of the promises of the combination of the next generation of transformational
technologies (e.g. 5G, Cloud, AI and IoT), is the potential to streamline the operations of vertical
industries to reduce costs and improve overall efficiency. However, the reality today is that
vertical industries are often limited by having multiple 1:1 relationships with each of the key
providers of these transformational technologies – with little synergy between their various
supporting technologies. By adopting an ecosystem approach, vertical industry enterprises
can leverage the skills, knowledge and market position of transformation technology partners,
achieving a more efficient approach and improving their opportunity for a successful and timely
digital transformation.
Building a successful multi-partner business ecosystem requires the participants to innovate
both business models and technology and not all transactions between inter-dependent
companies are best achieved by trying to create a business ecosystem. Think of this along two
axes: one representing the level of coordination needed between the various parties that are
cooperating in a transaction; and the other axis representing the level of 'modularity' present in
the disparate elements that go to make up a complete transaction. Professor Michael Jacobides
of London Business School has written extensively about this, and he uses this approach to
represent four distinct types of interdependent company relationships (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Mapping Interdependent Company Relationships
(Source: Jacobides et al (2018))
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Vertically Integrated Organization: If a high level of coordination is needed between the
disparate elements in a transaction, and there is a corresponding low level of modularity
in those elements then the most appropriate structure to adopt would be a vertically
integrated organization. In the early days of the telco industry (right up to the 1980’s)
the telco world adopted this approach, choosing to be vertically integrated and in many
cases even going so far as to manufacture their own phones, fax machines, cables, etc..
Hierarchical Supply Chain: In the scenario where the modularity of the disparate
elements in a transaction or value chain is low, and the need for coordination between
the various partners is also low, a hierarchical supply chain makes most sense, often
controlled by one or more dominant producers or manufacturers. Many would argue that
the strength of the major telco suppliers (Huawei, Ericsson, and Nokia) still relies on the
relatively poor level of modularity in the telco world, where it is safer for the telco to buy
from a one-stop-shop rather than risk the challenges of integrating multiple disparate
components.
Open Market: The open market scenario becomes possible when there is a high degree
of modularity between the disparate components in a transaction\value chain (in the
high tech world think of this modularity in terms of clearly defined and open interface
standards), and this is matched with no real need for coordination between the various
parties. Manufacturers of commodity PC’s or servers sit in this open market world.
Business Ecosystem: Finally, there is the scenario where the components display high
levels of modularity, and where there is also a need for a high degree of coordination
between the parties. This is where business ecosystems come into their own. There are
4 common types of business ecosystems and 3 distinct roles that companies can play
within them. This is illustrated in the graphic below.

Figure 2: Business Ecosystem Types
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3.1.1 Business Ecosystems are not yet in Operation in Most Vertical Industries
As mentioned previously, the transformation which vertical industries have been trying to
achieve through the use of disruptive technologies such as cloud, edge, AI, etc., is in most
cases, an ad hoc process facilitated by systems integrators. This can probably best be described
as sitting in the bottom left-hand quadrant of the 2x2 matrix - in the hierarchical supply
chain position. The level of modularity of the various cloud, communications and specialist
components is patchy at best, and the level of coordination between the various parties in the
ecosystem is low. In this scenario, the systems integrators play the crucial role in extracting
some level of cohesion between the various components - which ultimately proves to be both
costly and time-consuming.
An important element of the work of the standards bodies and industry associations that are
involved with GIO is to try to get various parties to converge on agreed standards (de facto or
de jure). This allows the emergence of greater levels of modularity of the various component
parts, and allows us to move up the vertical axis towards more of an open market model –
allowing the vertical industry buyers to select best of breed components from a modularized
market, and significantly reducing both the cost and time to market of creating solutions from
disruptive components (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: How standards can impact market structure

In many cases these standards are slowly emerging. In the cloud world, de facto standards
dominate, driven by the hyperscalers (although with limited effective modularity between the
different advanced PaaS offerings). In the communications world a mix of de facto standards
and de jure standards driven by the various established standards organizations allow good
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modularity at the infrastructure level, but weak modularity at the management systems
level. But this still does not by itself enable the creation of really effective business ecosystems.
The real power of the disruptive technologies to transform vertical industries will only
be realized when the various different players within the ecosystem can coordinate their
capabilities to maximize value as part of a business ecosystem. Much of this coordination
will be around data/knowledge and how it is transferred and shared in a trusted fashion
to iteratively maximize the economic effectiveness of each of the constituents within the
ecosystem. For this to happen it will require the emergence of shared knowledge bases and
data-trust frameworks such as GAIA-X and shared data spaces, as well as appropriate economic
models that make it sensible for the various parties to collaborate. This topic will be discussed
later in this paper.

3.1.2 A Framework for Understanding How to Engage with Ecosystems
While most enterprises have developed an understanding of the need to work within
wider business ecosystems, they are often only peripherally aware of how difficult it is going
to be to select, develop and govern these ecosystems in a profitable fashion. Professor Michael
Jacobides of London Business School and Huawei looked at this challenge and constructed a
framework for engaging with, and managing ecosystems. This is built around a 7-step model
and utilizes a multitude of readily available management tools to help work through the
challenges. This model provides some insights into how ecosystems in general operate and can
be promoted (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Jacobides Model for Ecosystem Engagement
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Steps A1, A2 & A3 are high level and strategic in nature and relate to the firms’ overall
ecosystem strategies, while steps B1, B2, B3 & B4 are more tactical in nature and relate to
specific services and use cases.
Steps A1 & A2: Understanding the ecosystem landscape, the various roles that exist
within the ecosystem(s), and which players are taking the lead in fulfilling the key roles.
Step A3: Mapping an ecosystem player’s broad set of capabilities against the key roles
in the ecosystem(s) and determining where they can fulfil an important role in the
ecosystem(s).
Step B1: Building the specific value proposition (relating to a specific use case or business
service offering) that could be offered.
Step B2: Identifying which of the players within the ecosystem (for any given specific use
case / region / technology) would make good partners, and building a view for how to
attract and incentivize these target partners.
Step B3: Mapping and understanding the implicit and explicit governance rules for the
ecosystem and identifying where to attempt to change such rules. Also understanding
what changes may need to happen to ecosystem player’s business processes to enable
them to work effectively within the target ecosystem.
Step B4: Building the specific business case for engaging with this particular ecosystem
with respect to one or more specific use cases.
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3.2

Modelling New Opportunities and Their Associated Ecosystems in Practice

The Digital Transformation journey for any organization involves commitment to significant
change across the business, while using new technologies to drive new business models across
customers and suppliers. Identification and implementation of new business & innovation
opportunities is an important element of any digital transformation, and it is important to have
a clear and consistent methodology to identify the priority opportunities and their associated
business models.

Figure 5: The various stages of the DSIF methodology

To this end Huawei SPO Lab has proposed a ‘Digital Service Innovation Framework’ (DSIF)
which provides a methodology to explore new digital opportunities and associated business
models. This was initially constructed to explore digital services opportunities within the telco
industry but can be applied more broadly to digital transformation opportunities within other
industries.

3.2.1 Ideation
The aim of the ideation phase is to research potential topics of interest for further analysis.
There are two phases: a quick pre-study to identify areas for investigation, followed by a more
thorough Design Thinking Ideation phase.
Pre-study (A)
The pre-study is focused on developing initial recommendations of focus areas of research to
justify deeper in-depth studies that could follow. It is typically of limited duration and draws on
the sum of experience within the firm, supplemented by desk-based research. It often involves
identifying strategic trends, market enablers and constraints.
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Design Thinking Ideation (B)
Design thinking is a well-known methodology for developing new design concepts for products.
It consists of five stages Empathize, Define (the problem), Ideate, Prototype, and Test. The first
three stages define the unmet needs of a target group and the industry-specific challenges
they face (e.g. asthma patients who need better management of their health conditions,
or manufacturers that need solutions to help them optimize their design and production
processes).

3.2.2 Market Opportunity Analysis
The aim of market opportunity analysis is to gain an understanding of the structure of the
ecosystem and competitive landscape. Then the most promising use case solution opportunities
can be investigated further and sized to address the customer needs identified in the ideation
phase.
Ecosystem Mapping (C1)
A comprehensive framework for mapping and understanding ecosystem structure has been
developed as mentioned in section 3.1.1.
Use-Case Analysis (C2)
Building on the ecosystem mapping phase the use case analysis phase aims to build
a comprehensive use-case solution repository for the target market and to provide a
categorization of use-cases. Use case solutions researched can be linked to real world partners
within the ecosystem or they can be theorized based on inputs from technical and marketing
experts.
Control Point Analysis (C3)
This phase identifies lead use-cases for business model exploration. Use cases are assessed on
a set of higher- and lower-level criteria including market opportunity attractiveness, enterprise
business fit and market timing risk. The aforementioned higher-level criteria are factored from
lower-level criteria such as market size and growth, market control points and market adoption.
Figure 6 shows a sample set of criteria which can be used.

Figure 6: Example Control Point Analysis Criteria when applied to Telco industry

Market Size & Profit Pool Analysis (C4)
This phase identifies key underlying market trends and sizes the market opportunity. This work
may also include estimating the size of the overall market, percentage profit pool for each
value-stack component and the key assumptions for growth. This analysis helps to inform
decisions on which opportunities are perused and the level of investment that is need.
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Size & Develop Lead Use-cases (C5)
This part of the process develops a deeper understanding of the needs of customers for the lead
use cases selected in the control point analysis phase. It should also analyze the assumptions
made by the market hypotheses. This phase also includes lead use case market sizing, where
the return on investment is assessed versus costs from the perspective of the solution developer,
partner and customer. Research can be primary and/or secondary, but primary research in the
form of feedback from potential customers and partners is more important in this phase.

3.2.3 Business Model Design
Business model exploration validates the business feasibility of the lead use case, firstly by
exploring possible business model approaches for the lead use cases and then validating them
in a stakeholder workshop or a pilot project.
Business Model Design (D1)
This phase explores the lead business model scenarios for the lead use case identifying the
characteristics of the model e.g. how value is created and captured, go-to-market approaches,
sources of revenue and costs and finally it identifies and examines the assumptions that are
made.
Business Model Workshop (D2)
This workshop activity gathers partners and potential customers to explore the value
proposition of the leading use cases, these can be useful to gain direct insights and test
assumptions before progressing to a business pilot.
Business Model Pilot (E)
This is a prototype that is developed to test the feasibility of a use case within a market
segment, prior to committing resources to a full product offering. The aim should be to
practically test use case challenges, these could be things such as the core value proposition,
technical obstacles, ecosystem orchestration challenges, or business model approach.
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4 Knowledge and Data Sharing within
Industry Ecosystems
In a digitalized and deeply interconnected business ecosystem it is of paramount importance
to devise schemes that enable trusted sharing of data between parties. This trusted sharing
needs to seamlessly guarantee standardization and verifiability, itnteroperability, transparency
and trustworthiness of the sharing process. Initiatives like International Data Spaces, GAIA-X
initiatives and Shenzhen Big Bay Area project pave the way to a framework for collaboration for
the use of secure and trusted data services safeguarding digital sovereignty.

4.1

European Data Regulators Chief Concerns and Actions
Platform based ecosystems are a massive part of the current and future economy, and
regulators around the world are becoming aware of their negative externalities (i.e.
monopolization of market through control of data) and are taking actions to address this.
In this context, the European Strategy for Data primarily aims at creating a single market for
data that will ensure Europe’s global competitiveness and data sovereignty. It further aims to
create a strong legal framework covering data protection, data sharing, fundamental rights,
safety and cybersecurity. Europe’s Strategy for Data is the plan to address these and other
systemic problems, and it has a number of aims that are outlined in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Synoptic Table of the EU legislation actions for DSA, DMA and Data Governance5

The EU Strategy for Data² sees several issues holding Europe back from realizing its potential in
the data economy including:
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Availability of data: It aims to increase the use of public sector information by business
(G2B – data sharing), sharing and use of privately-held data by other companies (B2B –
data-sharing). Use of privately-held data by government authorities (B2G – data sharing).
Imbalances in market power: Small numbers of players may accumulate large amounts
of data, gathering important insights and competitive advantages from the richness and
variety of the data they hold. The ‘data advantage’ can enable large players to set the
rules on the platform and unilaterally impose conditions for access and use of data.
Data interoperability and quality: Application of standard and shared compatible
formats and protocols for gathering and processing data in an interoperable manner
across sectors and vertical markets should be encouraged through the rolling plan for
ICT standardization.
Data governance: Enforcement of data governance in society and the economy.
Skills and data literacy: General data literacy in the workforce and across the population
is relatively low and participation gaps exist.

Figure 8: Europe’s Strategy for Data Legislation⁵

*2
A European strategy for data (2020), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020DC0066
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Europe hopes to accomplish these aims through:
A cross-sectoral governance framework for data access and use.
Investments in data and strengthening Europe’s capabilities and infrastructures for hosting,
processing and using data, interoperability.
Investment in a High Impact Project on European data spaces and federated Cloud
infrastructures.
Empowering individuals, investing in skills and in SMEs.
Creating common European data spaces in strategic sectors and domains of public interest
An open, but proactive international approach.

4.2

Role of Data Spaces and Trust Infrastructure within European Union
The GAIA-X project³ initiated by various European countries’ representatives (twenty-two
founding members from France and Germany) , was kicked off in 2019. The aim of GAIA-X is to
establish a framework for collaboration and enable, or accelerate, the use of secure and trusted
data services, with emphasis on SMEs, and leveraging existing open standards. Great attention
has been given to data processing and storage, transparency, cybersecurity and portability.
However IDS and GAIA-X are not enough on their own to address imbalances in market power
as well as data interoperability and governance issues. Left to their natural lifecycle platform
economics dictate the Cloud providers will resist efforts here. To address this, the EU has
prepared ex-ante regulatory proposals aimed at large Cloud “gatekeeper” platforms. Articles 5
and 6 of the proposed Digital Markets Act⁴ will compel Cloud gatekeepers from locking in user
data and compel then to make it portable. These measures and investments will allow data to
flow more freely and facilitate the establishment of data spaces through IDS and GAIA-X which
in turn will increase contestability and innovation.

*3
(13) GAIA-X Homepage. https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/GAIAX/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html
GAIA-X Summit 18th and 19th of November 2020
https://events.talque.com/gaia-x-summit/en/6iq6yI5LPSxaIRA6cmnqOverview of Draft Personal Information Protection
*4
Proposal for a Digital Markets Act (2020),
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?qid=1608116887159&uri=COM%3A2020%3A842%3AFIN
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4.3

Laws, Regulations, and National Standards in China on Data Protection
Around the world at a governmental and societal level there has been a push towards a more
explicit set of rules to protect consumer data and privacy as technology services continue to
fulfil an increasingly more important role in economics and everyday life. China is no exception
in this respect, the cadence of laws, regulations and national standards in China on data
protection has been especially intense in recent years - examples include PIPL and GDSI.
Submitted on 26th April 2021 China’s (PIPL) applies to the country’s citizens and to companies
and individuals handling their data. It contains 70 articles and shares many of the same
principles and values of GDPR including transparency, fairness, purpose limitation, data
minimization, limited retention, data accuracy and accountability. ⁵ ⁶ ⁷ ⁸ PIPL will apply extraterritorially to protect the interest of Chinese data subjects.
.

.

.

Additionally, to address data security risks and enhance dialogue and cooperation in
cyberspace governance, China has also issued the Global Data Security Initiative (GDSI)⁹,
which proposes three principles and eight initiatives for global data security governance. These
principles include agreeing global data security rules through consultation and co-operation,
balancing security and development, and adhering to the principles of fairness and justice.
These principles provide a feasible path for the healthy development of data protection and
cyberspace.

4.4

Why Trust Infrastructure is Important in Manufacturing
Industry platforms and the data sharing they facilitate are seen as essential enablers to support
digital transformation and unleash innovation in industry. However, industry platforms are not
widespread and there are a number of reasons for this centering on complementor trust.

*5
Shek, H., et ak., KPMG Cybersecurity, Overview of Draft Personal Information Protection Law in China (2019),
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/cn/pdf/en/2020/11/overview-of-draft-personal-information-protection-law-in-china.pdf
*6
Zhang, G., Yin, K. (2020). A look at China's draft of Personal Information Protection Law,
https://iapp.org/news/a/a-look-at-chinas-draft-of-personal-data-protection-law/
*7
Leung, H. T. (2020). The Mainland unveils new draft data privacy law,
http://csj.hkics.org.hk/site/2020/12/28/the-mainland-unveils-new-draft-data-privacy-law/
*8
Rogier Creemers, R. (2020). China's Draft 'Personal Information Protection Law' (Full Translation),
https://www.newamerica.org/cybersecurity-initiative/digichina/blog/chinas-draft-personal-information-protection-law-full-translation/
*9
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of People’s Republic of China (2020). Global Initiative on Data Security,
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1812951.shtml
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Many complementors fear data sharing as they feel it will result in ceding too much sovereignty
to platform orchestrators in vital areas like market access, standards setting, price, licensing
and enforcement.¹⁰ These were outlined by Prof. Achim Wambach at the GAIA-X Summit 18th
November 2020¹¹:
to protect user’s privacy (there are severe penalties for failure here),
to protect sensitive data and trade secrets, e.g.a competitor or a platform could
assimilate its core competency;
and to gain a return on investment.
Many sectors of the economy deal with sensitive data that depends on trust and security such
as Manufacturing, Health, Energy, Telecoms, and Government Services to name a few. Often in
these sectors, data is also fragmented and in heterogeneous formats. Trust and interoperability
is key, and these sectors and will not reach their full potential unless a trust infrastructure is in
place that ensures data can be shared accurately and securely, facilitating interoperability and
data portability.
Trust infrastructure can become the trusted regulator for industry platforms in the data
economy (as Jacques Cremer GAIA-X Summit 18th November 2020 outlined)¹⁴ orchestrating
value creation, setting standards, offering federated platform services and incentivizing and
encouraging the exchange of data through data portability and interoperability. This will reduce
switching costs and also reduce co-dependencies.
The benefits are numerous, Jacques Cremer outlined them at the same summit¹⁴:
Direct benefits from the data - for example the ability to create sophisticated AI
models used on a host of applications through data partnerships.
Reduced ecosystem transaction costs between business ecosystem participants of all
types leading to more efficient supply chains.
Prevention of captured and siloed data markets.
IDS, GAIA-X and initiatives like the Shenzhen Big Bay Area project can provide this trust
infrastructure and foundation of industry data ecosystems.

*10
Tirole, J. (2015), “A few remarks on the role of intermediaries in the Digital Economy”, July 9th 2015 Lecture, Boston.
*11
GAIA-X Homepage. https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/GAIAX/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html
GAIA-X Summit 18th and 19th of November 2020,
https://events.talque.com/gaia-x-summit/en/6iq6yI5LPSxaIRAGAIA-X6cmnqOverview of Draft Personal Information Protection
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4.5

Specific Examples of Trust Infrastructure
GAIA-X: The German government funded a GAIA-X project centered on developing a 3D
production environment for individualized USB sticks and implementing the concept of a
trusted and GAIA-X compliant networked production environment. Conceptually, the use case
is an evolved implementation of a state-of-the-art production process that builds upon Industry
4.0 standards. It demonstrates two physically distributed factories, 3rd party ISVs and associated
Cloud services cooperating in the production of a USB stick. The integration of production is
carried out across company boundaries and the requirements of the value-added partners are
instantiated according to the individual production order demands. Cloud services are also used
to monitor the production and ensure quality control while 5G connectivity is incorporated into
the trusted networked production example, as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: 5G connectivity incorporated with networked production

With a view to the increasing use of AI across all market verticals and distributed market
players along multi-dimensional value chains, there is another important aspect to embrace
which goes well beyond sovereign data infrastructures and common data spaces, but is equally
important for its adoption: the trustworthiness of AI itself.
International Data Spaces: The International Data Space Association (IDSA) concepts have
been successfully prototyped by Huawei’s internal IT department and applied to a real business
scenario with one of its supply-chain ecosystem partners which requires daily bi-directional
data exchange of sensitive production configuration and pricing data as well as confidential
design and development documents and e.g. quality improvement feedback.
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5 Role of Industry Specific Platforms
5.1

Creating a Platform for Industry Digital Transformation
Across many industries, the use of platform business models has proven to be extraordinarily
successful. As described in the work of Marshall Van Allstyne¹² and many other academics,
platform models open up new opportunities for many different stakeholders, mediated through
a platform which allows consumers and providers to transact freely. This approach has powered
the success of massive organizations such as Amazon and eBay, but has also been effectively
used to create opportunity within much narrower market niches.
The power of a platform approach is partly in the way that it encourages an ecosystem of
cooperating partners to grow organically, with every new participant making the platform
more valuable to all the participants. By bringing service providers and consumers together and
making it easy for them to offer and transact services, a platform removes barriers and allows
the platform owner to benefit without having to be directly involved in the delivery of services.
Innovation-oriented platforms are an excellent way for innovative smaller companies to
quickly and cheaply bootstrap their solutions to market. Sophisticated platform capabilities
can be integrated directly into the solution, so the innovator can concentrate on their domain
expertise. This approach has been leveraged to great effect by the public Cloud platforms such
as Amazon Web Services, with hundreds of platform services on offer, from basic compute,
databases, charging and billing, to leading-edge AI capabilities.
In this section the potential for use of platform business models to accelerate industry-specific
ecosystems is examined.

5.2

Creating Industry-Specific Platforms
One of the promises of the combination of next generation of transformational technologies
(specifically 5G, Cloud, AI & IoT), is the potential to streamline the operations of industries
to reduce costs and improve overall efficiency. However, the reality today is that vertical
industries are limited by having multiple 1:1 relationships with each of the key providers of
these transformational technologies – with little synergy between their various supporting
technologies (see Figure 10 below).
For example, an enterprises use of centralized and edge Cloud capabilities – purchased from
major hyperscalers - is often independent of their decision process to adopt advanced 5G low
latency, network slices and mobile private networks. Similarly, their implementations of niche
vertical solutions in areas such as predictive maintenance or digital twin, is often isolated
from the implementation roadmaps of the communications and Cloud platforms. And this

*12
https://www.bu.edu/questrom/profile/marshall-van-alstyne/
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complexity often means that vertical industries need to rely very heavily on specialist systems
integrators who are the only ones who can plumb together all of this disparate technology
functionality - making it all very expensive, both in terms of dollars and time, and often
yielding lowest common denominator functionality. A critical next stage of the transformation
of these vertical industries is to radically simplify how they engage with, and make use of ,the
communications, Cloud and digital services ecosystem through the use of industry specific
platforms.

Figure 10: Traditional Relationships within Vertical Industry

ASIDE: A lot of material has been written about platform business models – a useful reference
is ‘The Platform Revolution’ by Parker, Van Alstyne and Chowdary13.
There are lots of people looking to create the platforms that will drive the transformation of
vertical industries! In the manufacturing world, the powerful vertical industry players, are

*13
The Platform Revolution: How Networked Markets Are Transforming the Economy--And How to Make Them Work for You,
March 2016, Choudary, S.P., Van Allstyne, M.W., & Parker, G. ISBN: 978-0-393-24913-2
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trying to develop their own dominant platforms that will try to capture the value for that
enterprise, rather than surrendering it to a 3rd party / hyperscaler. To a certain extent this is
already happening with companies like GE, Schneider, Dassault Systems and others all having
launched industry platforms to meet their own business needs. Of course, the hyperscalers are
well positioned to offer industry specific platforms to each of the vertical industries they already
serve with basic cloud & platform offerings. Similarly, multiple telcos (and their suppliers) have
been busy developing their own platforms with the ambition to use these to drive overall ‘beyond
connectivity’ business. Over the coming years this will result in massive platform duplication,
diverting investment away from true innovation in the short to medium term. Ultimately, one of
more of these industry platforms (most likely the hyperscaler variants) will outlast the rest, and
will reap significant long-term value capture, while the investment in the rest of the platforms
will be written off. The net result will be financial losses for many and substantial delay in
innovation for all!
The above scenario may be the most likely outcome, but there is another possible outcome,
one where a number of the key industry players (vertical industry leaders, systems integrators,
vertical solution specialists and communications & cloud players) cooperate to create a small
number of shared platforms that enable rapid innovation and monetization, avoiding the
expensive duplication & delay that would otherwise occur.
If such industry platforms are to occur, they are likely to include some of the elements shown in
Figure 11 below:

Figure 11: Vertical Industry Specific Platform
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01 A number of shared platform functions, such as a marketplace to facilitate the efficient
matching of sellers with buyers, as well as back-end functions, such as billing and E2E Customer
Experience Management & SLA/QoS management. It will also contain functionality to maximize
key platform business model characteristics (such as network effects), as well as facilitating
capabilities such as smart contract management to enable efficient interaction between the
participants.
02 Key to such a shared industry platform will be some form of shared industry knowledge
base. This will be the platform’s repository of shared learning that the various platform
stakeholders can use, and which they agree to contribute to. Without a shared form of learning
to create additional value-add over the marketplace aspects of the platform, the stickiness
of the platform will be poor and the value that it delivers in terms of improved overall
efficiency to the industry will be lessened. The ‘exhaust data’ from this knowledge base can
potentially generate a future monetization opportunity increasing the overall value of the
shared platform. Alongside this knowledge base they must be some trusted mechanism for
sharing data so that the various parties are comfortable sharing information without exposing
information they wish to keep private. Industry initiative such as GAIA-X and International Data
Spaces (IDS) are trying to achieve this sort of industry common benefit.
03 The communications, cloud and digital services ecosystem that the platform engages
with, will comprise the disruptive technologies that will underpin the transformation of all
vertical industries. This will certainly include:
5G public and private network offerings
Easy to use network slicing capabilities
Centralized and edge cloud offerings
Flexible IoT platforms suitable for different industry challenges
In addition, tens (if not hundreds) of thousands of niche vertical solution players will emerge
who have a specific expertise targeted at one or more verticals, and operating in one or more
geographical regions. For example, in the case of smart manufacturing these vertical solutions
could surround data sharing and optimization of specific manufacturing equipment, or come
from a 3rd party AI or digital twin specialists.
04 All layers of this platform will need to be underpinned by clear and open API’s between
the different services and capabilities, such that the platform users can procure and instantiate
simple capabilities without much technical expertise, while continuing to work with SI’s for
more complex requirements.
Ultimately, the success of these industry specific platforms will depend on a combination of the
ease of use of the platform and how well they integrate the various communications, cloud and
vertical solutions being offered, the breadth of solutions being offered, and the ability of the
shared knowledge base to continually grow and offer trustworthy added-value to each of the
platform participants and users.
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5.3

Designing a Governance Model for Industry Platforms to Improve Chances of Success

There are many challenges in making these cross-industry initiatives work - ranging from
gaining technical & implementation agreement, to defining a legal framework for the initiative
to operate within, to agreeing mechanisms for conflict resolution. These technical & governance
challenges are substantial, but perhaps the thorniest challenge surrounds how to attribute
ownership between the parties for the shared entity, how to evolve that ownership over time
based on contributions to the entities’ success, and how to scale the entity to include other
parties in an equitable manner.
In some parts of the world this might best be achieved by trusted government initiatives to
assemble these sorts of industry specific platforms. In other parts of the world, the growing
maturity of distributed ledger based tokenization is perhaps pointing a way for how to address
some of these challenges.
In her book “The Token Economy”, Shermin Voshmingr¹⁴ defines four generic types of tokens as
shown in Figure 12 below, along with their current levels of maturity:

Figure 12: Token Maturity

Of these four generic types of tokens, asset tokens and purpose-driven tokens could play an
important role in the creation and operation of collaborative industry-specific platforms.
Asset tokens allow the creation of a digital representation of a physical asset. Recent
years have seen everything from real estate to artwork to companies being divided into
a set number tokens that can then be traded on an open market. In order to tokenize
an asset, a set of tokens must be created with a smart contract and associate the value

*14
https://shermin.net/token-economy-book/
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of the real asset to that group of tokens. This approach can prove to be valuable in
industry specific platforms. By tokenizing the value of the industry platform from the
outset, each contributor to the platform can receive tokens, which grow in value as the
platform gains traction in the industry and becomes more successful. As the platform
scales up to embrace new communities across the ecosystem, these new participants can
receive tokens for investing in integration to the platform etc. In this fashion, ownership
in the platform may be equitably distributed across the initial platform participants, while
continuing to embrace future platform participants. Everyone involved in the industry
platform will share in the success of the platform and be able to realize that success on
an open market over time.
The other type of token that may help drive platform success is the purpose-driven
token (or incentive token). These are designed to incentivize a certain behavior among
a community or ecosystem. An appropriately designed incentive token could be granted
to platform participants based on the amount of use they make of the platform. This
encourages the participants to continue transactions on the platform and helps avoid the
perennial issue of participants going "off-platform" for many of their engagements. The
more use they make of the platform, the more tokens they earn. Additionally, incentivebased tokens could be made available to participants who contribute to growing
the platform knowledge base or to the maintenance of one of the shared functions of
the platform. These tokens could be realized financially or potentially be used as an
efficient settlement mechanism between different platform participants enabling instant
settlement and avoiding certain transactional costs.
The creation of industry specific platforms will undoubtedly present significant technical
challenges, but the proper business design of these platforms using disruptive technologies such
as distributed ledger based tokens, with effective underlying governance could well prove to be
the secret to their eventual success.
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5.4

How Do Platforms Influence Ecosystem Modelling ?
It’s worth thinking about the role of these platforms in the context of how they will affect
ecosystems. Referring back to Section 3.1, without such platforms the industry will either remain
in the bottom left-hand quadrant of Figure 13 (worst-case scenario) - where all the various
individual disruptive technologies will exist independently and where systems integrators play
the crucial role in extracting some level of cohesion between the various components (costly &
time-consuming). Or industries will converge on agreed standards (de facto or de jure) which
will improve the level of modularity of the various disruptive component parts and allow us
to move more of an open market model – allowing the buyers to select best of breed and
significantly reducing both the cost and time to market of creating solutions from disruptive
components.

Figure 13: Mapping Interdependent Company Relationships

The real power of the disruptive technologies to transform vertical industries will only
be realized when the various different players within the ecosystem can coordinate their
capabilities to maximize value. Platforms are one key mechanism for enabling this required
level of coordination.
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6 Digital Transformation & Ecosystems
in the Manufacturing Industry
6.1

Introduction
In this section we look at the specific challenges the manufacturing industry faces in using
disruptive technologies and techniques in order to digitally transform. We compare and
contrast the manufacturing industry perspective and challenges, with the perspective of the ICT
industry. We also share some noteworthy case studies of transformative projects across this
industry.

6.2

ICT vs. Manufacturing Industries

6.2.1 Difference in Digitalization Focus
Many of the technologies and opportunities in industrial IoT have been postulated by the
ICT industry. The rapid advancements of the Internet, cloud computing, and correspondingly,
computing-as-a-service business model have led to the assumption that such concepts can be
transferred to other industries, particularly manufacturing.
When discussing digitalization, ICT, media, and finance industries are seen as the forerunners,
with the ‘producing’ industries to follow. Such an analysis falls short in one key aspect of
digitalization: in the aforementioned leading industries, the product has been the subject of the
digitalization. Software and data are digital per definition, in media, CDs and newspaper no
longer carry the information but it’s consumed directly from the internet, and in finance, large
money transactions are just moving bits between banks. However, in the ‘producing’ industries,
most of the product will remain physical. It will be extended by more and more digital
services, but the key concerns of the producing industries is producing product that is delivered
physically to customers.
This reveals a key difference between the corresponding industries: ICT industries have the
transfer, storage, manipulation, and retrieval of information as their key business focus. The
‘producing’ industries transform material into valuable products that are stored and shipped.
The key technologies in the producing industries are those that are involved in material
transformation. Digitalization therefore only plays a supporting role. Furthermore, since the
‘product’ of ICT companies (i.e. information) has fully transformed to be digital and therefore
intangible, their business model is typically a service business model.
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6.2.2 Manufacturing Customers’ Concerns
A large part of a manufacturers’ concerns are no different from those in any other industries – i.e.
top line growth through having an attractive offering and bottom line maximization through
cost optimization. But if you were to identify one differentiating concern that is possibly unique
to manufacturing, it would be the focus on Operational Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) - the
ability to maximize the produced quantities on the given equipment.
OEE is affected by the following aspects:
Performance (P): production capacity of the line, how quickly can products be
produced in normal operation. Performance is affected by the speed of the machines,
reduction of intermediate buffers, parallel operations, etc.
Availability (A): how much of the time is the line producing. Availability is reduced by
planned outages (re-configuration, planned maintenance), and unplanned outages
(failures, repair). Those can be positively affected by improved planning, optimized
maintenance, and fast time to repair.
Quality (Q): what percentage of the production meets the quality requirements to be
sold.
OEE is calculated by multiplying the three percentages P*A*Q. In an optimal set-up, the plant is
operating at 100% performance (peak speed and utilization), 100% availability (uninterrupted
operation), and 100% quality (no scrap parts). In all three aspects of OEE, digitalization can
play a major role in maximizing those variables. Optimized scheduling, predictive maintenance,
or in-process quality control are all contributing to the increase of OEE, among others.

6.2.3 Information Technology Requirements
Since we concluded that the business concerns of manufacturing customers are similar to other
verticals, IT requirements for manufacturing industries don’t differ either. Business processes
are similar, and business management systems can easily be adapted to accommodate these. In
the end, companies have to follow the same financial reporting rules, HR processes follow the
same local laws, and there are no differences in storing documents and other information or
exchanging electronic communication.
Today still, humans are involved in most of the steps, and most data is generated by humans
originally, and then passed on and further analysed and aggregated.
The IT department of a manufacturing company takes care of these systems, and adapts them
to the specific business processes of an organization. In recent years, the evolution of cloud
computing has shifted the IT departments’ focus from running computers and software, to only
concentrate on the installation, adaptation and maintenance of software, since the execution is
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on an infrastructure that operates as a service. If IT systems fail (by accident or as a result of a
cyber security incident), hardly any company today can continue its operations, a failure results
in a business interruption, and consequential losses.

6.2.4 Operational Technologies Requirements
Even though the manufacturing industries rely on machinery for production, those machines
have been incorporating computing capabilities for decades. PLCs or other embedded
electronics control the manufacturing process within a machine, and also across machines in
production cells or lines. These components, as well as the software they run, are an integral
part of the functionality of the equipment. Today, machine builders have the choice to design
functionality into mechanics, software, or a combination thereof. The software is an integral
part of the machine. Software and hardware are jointly designed and are optimized against
each other. The computing systems and the corresponding software is typically referred to as
‘Operational Technologies’, OT – in contrast to IT, ‘Information Technology’.
Authors who discuss the differences between IT and OT very often focus on the technologies
they consist of: Data centers and servers as examples for IT, and PLCs (Programmable Logic
Controller) and SCADA systems (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) for OT. However,
there are fundamental differences in the requirements that are driving these technologies;
it is these differences that distinguish the resulting technologies most. When having these in
focus, it can even be concluded that there is no convergence between IT and OT, it’s just IT
components that over time fulfil the OT requirements, and therefore become OT components.
Depending on a particular vertical’s requirement or customer’s market position and business
model, a number of OT related requirements may differ, and may therefore allow for a variety
of architectural approaches when it comes to the implementation of the IT/OT stack:
Safety: since some OT components have a direct impact on critical parts of the
physical process, they may cause outages, failures, or even damages or injuries. Such
components require careful design and very high reliability.
Security: A breach in the system’s security may result in a safety breach, and have a
damaging effect on the production.
Privacy: Similar to IT security, some data from production is more sensitive. Even
though it’s mostly not personal data, machine data contains intellectual property (e.g.
pharma recipes, production secrets) that must not be exposed externally
Timing requirements: the reaction time requirements (sensor to actuator) are defined
by the physics of the production process. These timing requirements have to be met
quite precisely to achieve safe and accurate production.
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Need for data: Some architectural decisions are impacted by the availability of data:
if only data from one single machine is required, the functionality can execute on the
in-machine computing component. If a vast amount of data from different sites is
needed (e.g. statistical analysis), the place to go for is probably the cloud.
Computing power: The complexity of the algorithms that is needed to solve an
analytics or control problem defines the required computing power. More and more
power is added to the equipment at the edge, but some capacities require cloud
support (e.g. AI training).
Scope of delivery: A machine builder needs to be able to assemble and test a machine
to be sure that it works properly when delivered on site. To secure the accountability
on the performance of the machine, 3rd party dependencies have to be minimized,
and specified as precisely as possible. A machine would most probably have defined
interfaces to the infrastructure and adjacent equipment, while it contains all the
functionality required to operate.
It is to be noted, that within a manufacturing operation, these aspects may be reviewed by
use case. What works in one case (e.g. due to relaxed timing requirements) may not work in
another (due to safety concerns). An overall solution will therefore mostly have components
that are distributed along the IT/OT stack.
These, and possibly more, aspects need to be taken into consideration when discussing a
solution architecture and corresponding business models with a manufacturing customer.

6.2.5 Life Cycle Aspects: from Engineering to End-of-life
Industrial manufacturing requirements not only cover the plant in operation, but throughout
its lifecycle: from design and engineering through end-of-life. As mentioned initially, many
of the OT components are part of machine functionality. They not only execute part of the
functionality, they are also designed as part of the functionality.
The design of OT systems follows the design of the production process, and design limitations
are imposed by the hardware of the equipment. To ease the design process, a tight integration
into the tool landscape that is commonly used to design production lines is beneficial.
Data formats typically supported (e.g. OPC UA semantics) support a seamless exchange of
information in the engineering process.
As the investment costs for a production line or machine is very high, the planned lifetime
of the machine is often decades. New products are produced on old lines by retrofitting or
extending components, in software or hardware. Customer expectations are such that the
system as a whole is supported throughout its lifetime. It is not accepted, that a production
machine can no longer be supported due to the inability to upgrade the software. End-ofsupport announcements are expected to be 5-10 years to allow for proper re-planning of the
plant. Even after support of the supplier is phased out, some customers continue operation with
the help of 3rd party service organizations.
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It is in the machine supplier’s interest to never force the customer to replace the complete
machine, but to gradually upgrade components over a long period of time to extend its
lifecycle.
Any technology that is supporting high investment equipment has to make sure that it will need
to be supported / migrated over the lifecycle of the machine.

6.2.6 Twin Transition – Green and Digital Design for Sustainable Manufacturing
No discussion on manufacturing and ICT can be complete without mentioning the sustainability
challenges that are faced regionally and globally. The European Green Deal is the EU’s new
growth strategy, aiming to transform the EU into a fairer and more prosperous society, with
a modern, resource-efficient and competitive economy, with no net emissions of greenhouse
gases by mid-century. The main goal is to harness the significant potential in global markets
for low-emission technologies, sustainable products and services in order to achieve climate
neutrality by 2050. All industrial value chains, including energy-intensive sectors, will have to be
addressed.
Because the supply chain accounts for the largest share of the ecological footprint of products,
the decarbonization of industry is a challenge which must be solved by all the stakeholders
together. Under the umbrella of ZVEI an industry consortium named “estainium” has been
founded. The target of “Estainium” is to make the exchange of emission data possible and
feasible along the supply chain and to combine it with data from a company’s own value
creation in order to obtain a product’s true carbon footprint. The open, cross-industry Estainium
network has been established in 2021 with the aim of enabling manufacturers, suppliers,
customers and partners to exchange trustworthy PCF data.
Additionally, the digital product passport will cover CO2 management - already foreseen in
the engineering phase of products and highly integrated systems - thus supporting companies
on their way towards carbon neutral production and helping them to transform sustainability
into a decisive competitive edge. The digital product passport is evolving as a standard to
enable manufacturers to create digital twins, embedding all the information required either by
manufacturers or by customers in B2B transactions. The life story of a product can be tracked,
enabling services related to its remanufacturing, reparability, second-life, recyclability and new
business models. More information on these and other initiatives is available in the links below.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/industry-and-greendeal_en
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/company/stories/research-technologies/energytransition/
product-carbon-footprint.html
https://orgalim.eu/sites/default/files/2021-07/PPT%20-%20Orgalim%20Policy%20exchange%20
on%20SPI%20and%20DPP%2C%2029%20June%202021.pdf
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6.3

Manufacturing Case Studies

This section describes some real-world case studies contributed by GIO member companies, as
a way to illustrate the breadth of digital transformation activity already taking place within the
manufacturing ecosystem.

6.3.1 Case Study: Collaborative Condition Monitoring
The Use Case "Collaborative Condition Monitoring" (CCM for short) deals with the collection
and use of operating data to optimize the reliability and service life of machines and their
components during operation. This use case relates to Manufacturing and targets how crosscompany collaboration can generate added value, resulting in reduced costs.
Keywords:
data sharing

value add in supply chain

maintenance

service models

kiReallabor

6.3.1.1 Submitted by:
Michael Jochem, ZVEI, German Platform WG1

6.3.1.2 Context
This Use Case addresses the following key questions:
01 How can data be monetized (including shared data)?
02 Who receives what share of the benefits generated by collective data provision?
03 How does the use of AI expand the application options?
04 How is flexible communication made possible between all partners across all instances?
05 How are security and trust in data usage and access guaranteed?
06 How can we achieve legal use of the data?
07 How do we ensure usability in the application by people down to the shop floor?
Current barriers in industry and restrictions of existing business models: Nowadays,
cooperation is primarily bilateral, for example when the factory operator and the machine
supplier exchange operating data. The machine data generated during operation are used, for
example, to analyze operational disruptions or to organize maintenance work. This cooperation
usually takes place between two partners and is initiated and enforced via the customer /
supplier relationship (including market power).
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Issues with Scaling: Only large amounts of data provide a meaningful basis that is necessary
to analyze the service life and reliability of machines and components more precisely. However,
due to the primarily bilateral cooperation, these data are only available to two partners.
Lack of trust: In order for actors to share their data, secure data transmission, storage and
access rights are required to protect data from competitors or from the theft of know-how
(sensitive production data).
Missing business model: By providing and using data from the various actors in the CCM,
added value can be generated, which can have a positive effect on the total cost of ownership,
for example in a longer service life of the machine.
Lack of framework for digital intra- and entrepreneurship: The development of the added
value potential of industrial data will largely determine the future competitiveness of Germany
and Europe as a business location.

Figure 14: Current barriers to and requirements of collaborative business models

6.3.1.3 Business Benefits
The hypothesis is that an economic advantage can be generated within the digital ecosystem
(“digital business model”) by increasing the reliability and service life of components and
machines. This requires collaboration between all those involved in the value chain from sensor
supplier, machine integrator and factory owner which in turn requires access to data.
Because the CCM use case is a blueprint for many evolving use cases, the first business benefits
are evaluated in the kiReallabor, e.g. temperature management in machine for maintenance
planning.
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Figure 15: Temperature specific process data on factory level

6.3.1.4 Solution or Innovation Detail
Digital Standards:
■ Use of AAS, semantically interoperable in terms of content and access rights
■ Sub model of AAS for asset-specific data on reliability and service life
■ Secure access, authorization and communication
Implementation:
■ The component supplier provides a component with an AAS that contains data fields for data
relevant to service life and reliability.
■ The machine supplier delivers his machine with its own AAS which also contains data fields
for service life and reliability-related data.
■ The AAS of the machine will be upgraded to be able to forward the data of the machine and
the components accumulated over the service life of the machine to a neutral platform
■ The factory operator supplements the data with relevant machine usage data (e.g. operating
temperatures, maintenance intervals) based on the data fields in the administration shell.

6.3.1.5 Ecosystem
This use case defines a different kind of value chain with a high scalability.
■ Value chain: A three-stage value chain with various actors is considered as an exemplary,
simplified process of an operational ecosystem.
■ Value triangle (three-point fractal): The smallest possible fractal of a multilateral structure
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Figure 16: Value triangle (three-point fractal)

This triangle is the smallest ecosystem spanning different actors in the value chain. It therefore
can be considered as smallest building block or fractal of larger ecosystems
The fractal can be used to discuss the challenges and requirements of a multilaterally
collaboration regarding
Technical aspects, e.g. Identity, Trust and Data Sovereignty
Compliance
Legal aspects
Mindset, courage for data entrepreneurship
Usability aspects
Knowledge gained can be transferred to larger fractal networks

6.3.1.6 Business Model
An economic advantage can be generated within the digital ecosystem (“digital business
model”) by increasing the reliability and service life of components and machines. This requires
collaboration between all those involved in the value chain and access to data depending on
authorization.

6.3.1.7 Further Information and References
https://www.plattform-i40.de/PI40/Redaktion/EN/Downloads/Publikation/collaborative-datadriven-business-models.html
https://www.plattform-i40.de/PI40/Redaktion/EN/News/Actual/2020/2020-10-15-CCM-WebSeminar.html
https://www.iosb-ina.fraunhofer.de/de/geschaeftsbereiche/maschinelles-lernen/next-level-ml/kireallabor.html
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6.3.2 Case Study: E2W Full-Lifecycle Management Based on Industrial
Internet Platforms
This case study focuses on a solution for two-wheeled EVs (E2W) full-lifecycle management
based on industrial Internet platforms. This solution integrates China Telecom's 5G+MEC
network reconstruction capabilities and uses big data and IoT technologies to empower the
SaaS model. In addition to providing high-bandwidth and ultra-low latency networks for
industrial devices, this solution creates a trustworthy and automated execution environment
and provides value-added services of product full-lifecycle optimization based on industrial
Internet platforms.
#industrial Internet platform #5G+MEC

6.3.2.1 Submitted by:
Jiangsu Xinri E-Vehicle Co., Ltd. ("SUNRA")

6.3.2.2 Context
Jiangsu Xinri E-Vehicle Co., Ltd. ("SUNRA") is a leading E2W company based in Wuxi, China. The
company is regarded as "a global leader of intelligent two-wheeled EVs", with products sold in
more than 70 countries and regions, such as America, Europe, and Southeast Asia. It plans to
build its cloud-based industrial Internet platform, with one centre (visualized data monitoring
centre) and six applications (product line capacity statistics, equipment management, energy
management, MES dashboard, Andon visualization, and warehousing management) at the
core. As workshops are digitized, the existing information systems will be integrated to link
information silos and realize a strategic transformation of intelligent manufacturing. This aims
to improve the company's flexibility, automation and intelligent level, and helps the company
develop sustainably in the future.
The project adopts an approach of "phased implementation and step-by-step fast deployment".
The solution features integration of China Telecom's 5G+MEC network reconstruction
capabilities and close collaboration between SUNRA's cloud-based industrial Internet platform
and Huawei's FusionPlant industrial Internet platform. It uses big data and IoT technologies
to empower the SaaS model. In addition to providing high-bandwidth and ultra-low latency
networks for industrial devices, this solution creates a trustworthy and automated execution
environment and provides value-added services of product full-lifecycle optimization based
on industrial Internet platforms. The three phases of implementation are "building an
industrial Internet basic application platform", "integrating systems, synchronizing logistics,
and synchronizing manufacturing", and "adopting more applications and building 5G smart
workshops".
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6.3.2.3 Business Benefits
The project is being centrally planned and implemented through three phases.
01 Phase I
Core infrastructure will be built in this phase, including the basic engineering of the SUNRA
E2W industrial Internet platform for data collection, network reconstruction, and equipment
connectivity. This phase will address related pain points to enable the visualization of
production capacity, efficiency and energy consumption, and improve cyber security. Project
Phase I will
(1) increase equipment lifecycle by 30%,
(2) cut electricity costs by 10%,
(3) reduce the equipment failure rate by 90%,
(4) increase data real-time transmission speed by 85%,
(5) cut management costs by 20%,
(6) improve network stability by 80%, and
(7) improve network reliability by 99%.
02 Phase II
Phase II construction is carried out on the basis of phase I. The existing SAP, SRM, and OA
systems will be linked to the industrial Internet platform, so data can be shared between
the systems and the platform. This phase will visualize the Andon system, enable smart
warehousing management, and bridging information silos. Project Phase II will
(1) cut warehousing management costs by 70%,
(2) improve inventory counts efficiency by 200%, and
(3) cut product line management costs by 30%.
03 Phase III
Phase III construction is carried out on the basis of the previous two phases. This phase
will witness the building of a 5G+AGV intelligent warehousing system to realize unmanned
warehousing management and the building of an enterprise-level private industrial Internet
platform. Project Phase III will
(1) enable each AGV vehicle to replace 2.6 labours,
(2) improve pickup efficiency by 200%,
(3) reduce the logistics damage rate by 90%, and
(4) improve goods movement accuracy by 90%.
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6.3.2.4 Industry Value
There are more than 400 E2W manufacturers in Xishan District, Wuxi, including more than
100 OEMs and more than 300 vendors providing components. As the home to many industry
leaders such as SUNRA, Yadea and AIMA, Xishan now has a relatively mature and complete
industry value chain. According to statistics, 6 out of the top 10 E2W companies in China are
located in Xishan. For every four two-wheeled EVs sold in China, one comes from Xishan.
SUNRA is a leading E2W company based in Wuxi, China. To meet the company's development
needs, SUNRA expects to develop an in-depth restructuring solution to address issues of lowefficiency and high-cost operations through digital transformation and upgrade of its supply
chain. Based on HUAWEI CLOUD's FusionPlant industrial Internet platform, SUNRA will build
its cloud-based E2W industrial Internet platform. This platform will enable transparent supply
chain management, activate suppliers' enthusiasm, and make collaborative operations between
suppliers possible, helping the company maximize their production capacity.
FusionPlant's industrial aPaaS capabilities and ROMA's capabilities as an integration platform
will help break the data barrier across SUNRA's supply chain, achieving data sharing and
interoperability between SUNRA and its suppliers. This will effectively improve the collaboration
across its supply chain, and greatly reduce the control and procurement costs. The project plan,
progress, and quality of suppliers can be monitored remotely, and no SUNRA personnel are
required to take a business trip to suppliers' factories. As a result, this will reduce the labour
cost by more than 90%, and improve the efficiency and supply delivery accuracy by more than
80% and 20% respectively.

6.3.2.5 Solution or Innovation Details
01 Network reconstruction

Figure 17: Solution Architecture
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02 Data integration and convergence across multiple platforms
ROMA platform + SRM system + four cloud-based systems + data warehouse + BI system:
Application systems are migrated to the cloud and integrated by the ROMA platform. Upstream
suppliers can access end-to-end service management systems at one stop to obtain customer
data. The business systems and data of customers and suppliers are connected through the
cloud-based platform to accurately link sales orders with production plans, enabling real-time
feedback on production progress. In addition, production data can be obtained in real time
to monitor production quality and provide effective insights for product quality improvement.
Through building an industry-level industrial Internet platform, the data and information
of upstream and downstream suppliers and their branches (subsidiaries) are streamlined to
analyse and utilize big data of manufacturing, equipment, quality, and operations to realize
smart factories featuring autonomous decision-making, autonomous adjustment of process
parameters, proactive warning of manufacturing quality issues, and autonomous diagnosis of
equipment operations.

6.3.2.6 Ecosystem
Through the intensive and collaborative management and operations on the platform, the
upstream and downstream enterprises of the supply chain can form a strategic alliance. The
competition between enterprises will be transformed into a cooperative relationship based on
supply chain standardization, which is beneficial to reducing the total cost of the industry value
chain and promotes the standardization of the industry process management. A value network
example is shown below.

Figure 18: Example of a value network
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6.3.3 Case Study: AI-based Service Ecosystem for Services in the Age of Industry 4.0
This project encompasses a cluster of different service-oriented Use Cases in process and
discrete industries. The project deliverables enable small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to
save costs due to delivering services utilizing an AI-based service platform.
Keywords:
service

AI platform

AI for SME

service models

servicemeister

AI Service Platform

6.3.3.1 Submitted by:
Hauke Timmermann, Service-Meister Project, eco Association of the Internet Industry
(https://international.eco.de/)

6.3.3.2 Context
New service tasks and business models lead to an increased need for service staff to maintain
or improve mechanical operations, reducing costly downtime of machines. Especially in the
environment of Industry 4.0, many machine suppliers and plant manufacturers no longer simply
sell their machines, but offer them as part of so-called MaaS (Manufacturing-as-a-Service) or
subscription models. Up to now service is being offered and billed on the basis of operating hours
– restricting transparency in the service process.
27% of German companies are already using AI in services and customer support - but in 5 years
this is expected to rise to 69 %. Networked sensors allow remote access to machine and
environmental status data, leading to an optimized management of transparent service and
maintenance operations.

6.3.3.3 Business Benefits
Business benefits are due to the transparency gained in the service process. Networked sensors
(wired or wireless) allow remote data access that enable the creation of forecasting models to
deliver targeted services leading to overall cost reduction and efficient service delivery.
The expectation is that economic advantage can be generated for SMEs by using Reference
Architectures and AI-as-a-Service platforms, made available via the open service master platform.
This will create a low-threshold access to AI technology and a service ecosystem leading to
reduced overall costs for service suppliers and at customer sites.

6.3.3.4 Solution or Innovation Detail
Two important goals in the project are:
a) to create leapfrog innovations from which other companies can learn and which they can
then also use for themselves, and
b) to also achieve platform innovations in Germany and Europe.
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Actually, Germany has been leading AI development and research for 50 years, but so far no
large-scale AI Platform implementations have been developed.
The platform is designed to support the needs of SMEs offering services also to their customers.
A broad scope of different service demands in industry is incorporated in the project by “speed
boats”, representing different use cases in different industries. Some other these are shown
below.
Krone
Environment Screening: Keeping an eye on water levels from a distance, determining
discharge rates, and identifying problems.
IoT services like this are increasingly popular as climate change demands smart water management
solutions. If more rain falls in winter and there is only occasional heavy precipitation in summer, this
can push wastewater pipes to their limits. The consequence of extreme weather conditions: flooding
and high water.

Wuerth
Material Supply in Industry: Accelerate service processes
Condition Monitoring and Surveillance: detect faults remotely
These use cases focus on predictive maintenance – based on data supplied by networked tools. AI
procedures analyse the devices’ service reports and IoT data.

OGE
Service Management: Detect anomalies in gas pipe lines, forecast service requirements
Open Grid Europe operates its own Competence Center, which is tasked with detecting anomalies in
the data streams of all 850 gas leakage sensors.

Trumpf
Efficient planning of service calls, automatic diagnosis of machine data
Machines get enabled to independently diagnose and analyse problems, transfer results to a cloud
platform where they get evaluated. Maintenance tickets can be automated and information can be
used in a continuous learning and improvement process. This increases system availability and reduces
maintenance costs.

Figure 19: Project Roadmap for creating the AI support platform and reference implementation
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A standardised 100% digital service lifecycle serves as the basis for extending the various
functionalities from the speedboats to the platform.
This process creates generic services, modules and blueprints that can be made available to SMEs
and ensures the scalability of the solution.
The platform can be operated as a Gaia-X compliant federation and ensures that digitally
sovereign partners can exchange and share their data and create new business models.

Figure 20: An AI-based service ecosystem for Industry 4.0

6.3.3.5 Ecosystem
The Service Meister platform is designed to provide AI systems and components that cover the
entire service process – in a 360-degree view. Service technicians must be able to access the
information in various working conditions to ensure a good user experience and barrier-free
access to the relevant information and solutions.
The ecosystem of Service-Meister Use Cases encompasses
Service staff
AI service platform operator
Terminal Provider for service operators
AI solution support centers
Machine & equipment supplier needing maintenance
The end user: factory operator
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Figure 21: Service-Meister Ecosystem

6.3.3.6 Business Model
New business models are being developed to monetize targeted services based on reduced
downtime of machinery, reduced risks of environmental hazards and total cost of ownership in
the supply chain engaged.
Public available deliverables can be downloaded from the project web page after the project
end, in 2023.

6.3.3.7 Further Information and References
https://www.servicemeister.org/das-konsortium/

Abendroth, J., Riefle, L., & Benz, C. (2021). Opening the Black Box of Digital B2B CoCreation Platforms: A Taxonomy. In Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on
Wirtschaftsinformatik
(WI). https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348326720_Opening_the_Black_Box_of_Digital_
B2B_Co-Creation_Platforms_A_Taxonomy

Riefle, L., Eisold, M. & Benz, C. (2021). Industrial Corporation’s Transformation into a Digital
Platform Provider: A Case Study on Enablers. In Proceedings of the 23rd IEEE Conference on
Business Informatics
(CBI). https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354339339_Industrial_Corporation’s_
Transformation_into_a_Digital_Platform_Provider_A_Case_Study_on_Enablers
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6.3.4 Case Study: Predictive Manufacturing Process Control
This use case relates to the control of manufacturing processes using Artificial Intelligence
predictive algorithms.
Keywords:
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6.3.4.1 Submitted by:
Huawei SPO Lab / September 2021

6.3.4.2 Context
A major focus for Digital Transformation in manufacturing has been increases in productivity
through improving the efficiency of industrial processes of every sort. One example of how
efficiency can be improved is through better control of the process, ensuring less waste in the
form of imperfect product or reduced use of energy and raw materials.
In general, optimization involves collection of data from all stages of the process, and using that
to understand how to improve the process as a whole. As the sophistication of optimization
increases, an increasing quantity of data must be collected, processed in shorter and shorter
timeframes, and used to make faster interventions to control the process.
These developments imply the need for more and more sensors within the manufacturing
environment, collecting more data at higher rates and utilizing more computing capacity. This
places increasing demands on the connectivity services used in manufacturing – needs which
must be met by innovative services provided by the telecoms industry.
In order to explore the requirements and opportunities for connectivity services in process
control, a consortium of stakeholders developed a technology demonstrator that was delivered
as a Catalyst project at TM Forum Digital Transformation World in 2019.
In this project, the process to be controlled and optimized was provided by TWI, world-leading
experts in materials jointing and additive manufacturing techniques (www.theweldinginstitute.
com). The process of Selective Laser Melting (SLM) uses a laser to melt metal powder and thus
create solid shapes as a series of individual layers – a bit like 3D printing but using metals like
titanium to create sophisticated and expensive manufactured products for the aerospace and
medical industries.
The SLM process is complex and requires very precise control of the laser power in order to
prevent overheating and damage to the piece being manufactured. It takes many hours to
build up pieces, so the cost in terms of machine time and raw materials can be significant if a
build fails. Overheating can occur rapidly and unless the laser power is reduced immediately,
irreparable damage can be inflicted on the work piece. The laser power must be reduced within
the order of 100 milliseconds.
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6.3.4.3 Business Benefits
The immediate business case for improving the control of the SLM process is based on a
reduction in wastage through failed builds, thereby saving money, improving the overall
efficiency of the process and improving customer satisfaction through reduced delays and
uncertainty.
Below shows the costs that could be experienced by a large additive manufacturing site using
50 SLM machines, which shows that the costs can be significant. If the rate of failures can be
significantly reduced by applying predictive control to the process, then there is a clear case for
investment.

Figure 22: Predictive Control Example Business Case

6.3.4.4 Solution or Innovation Detail
The project made use of a high-speed infra-red camera to monitor the piece at the laser spot,
and an Artificial Intelligence algorithm running in a Cloud service to determine how and when
to change the laser input power. The AI algorithm was trained on hundreds of good and failed
builds, in order to learn when a build would fail based on the real-time characteristics of the
laser melting spot.
The use of computer vision to retro-fit data collection to existing manufacturing machines
is non-disruptive, since generally the camera can be located outside the machine, and does
not require the machinery to be dismantled or even stopped for fitting. Below shows a block
diagram of the overall system, which delivers the video imagery to an AI algorithm running in
edge Cloud to perform the predictive analysis, before returning control signals to the machine.
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Figure 23: Predictive Control Demonstration System

system, which delivers the video imagery to an AI algorithm running in edge Cloud to perform
the predictive analysis, before returning control signals to the machine.
In this case, the high-speed camera is required to facilitate very fast response times. This results
in a need for high-bandwidth low-latency connectivity from the camera to the Cloud, an ideal
use case for 5G cellular technology.
The prototype project was a success, with the AI algorithm able to predict with reasonable
accuracy when a build would fail due to overheating or burning, in time to intervene and
reduce the laser power. Further information about the project can be found on the TM Forum
website¹⁵.

6.3.4.5 Ecosystem
The figure below shows a possible Value Network for the predictive control service. This
diagram shows how many of the players within the ecosystem collaborate and provide
different aspects of the overall solution in order to create value for the ultimate consumer, the
manufacturer.

Figure 24: Predictive Control Value Network
*15
https://www.tmforum.org/manufacturing-predictive-maintenance-using-5g/
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In this model, the predictive control service provider composes an offering by bundling their
software-based service with Cloud and IoT services, and brings that to the manufacturer
either directly or by pre-integrating their services with production equipment provided by a
machine tool vendor. The manufacturer may require other associated services such as systems
integration to integrate the predictive control service into existing processes and systems. The
manufacturer will also require high-quality network connectivity to facilitate data gathering
from the production machinery to the Cloud, provided by a communications service provider.
Referring back to the work of Professor Jacobides, this use case requires a high level of
coordination between multiple parties within the ecosystem in order to deliver the overall value,
but each of the separate offerings (Cloud, predictive control software, connectivity, machine
tools, etc.) are quite modular in nature. So the need for a business ecosystem approach is clear
in this case.

6.3.4.6 Business Model
A number of different business models are possible for this kind of service, which involve
the ecosystem participants playing different roles. In order to understand how an industry
ecosystem can be facilitated it is necessary to think through the different roles that each
stakeholder can play within the ecosystem. Below redraws the value network to show three
possible business models for this service.
These business models differ primarily in terms of which stakeholder takes the lead role in
bringing the overall service to market.
Option 1: the telco bundles their own connectivity offering with the Cloud and
Predictive Control capabilities required to offer a complete service to the manufacturer.
This has the advantage of having a single provider to deal with who offers the complete
service.
Option 2: the machine tool OEM bundles cellular connectivity and the Cloud-hosted
Predictive Control service with their production equipment, allowing them to offer an
enhanced whole-life service to the manufacturer. These connected production machines
can offer better efficiency and lower cost of ownership because they incorporate
connectivity and Cloud-based control.
Option 3: the manufacturer uses the domain expertise of a systems integrator to
bring together all the elements of a predictive control service and implement it for
themselves, instrumenting existing equipment and acquiring the predictive control
software capabilities directly from the provider. This gives the manufacturer the greatest
degree of control, but is likely to involve a much greater up-front investment.
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Figure 25: Predictive Control Service Business Model Options

This use case illustrates the complex ways in which ecosystem players can interact to deliver
value to consumers within the ecosystem. It is clear that as the ecosystem becomes richer with
more diverse participants, the opportunities for all the players increases and the overall value
delivered is much greater than if the individual players went to market completely in isolation.

6.3.5 Case Study: Connected Industries Open Framework CIOF for Manufacturing
Industry, Application with Edge-AI
“Connected Industry Open Framework” (CIOF) is a data sharing platform developed by
Industrial Value Chain Initiative, Japan (IVI), for manufacturing industry, covering data
transactions and contracting. This stamping factory use case achieves real time trouble
detection and predictive maintenance utilizing Edge-AI based inference, under controlled data
sharing through CIOF.
Keywords:
CIOF
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6.3.5.1 Submitted by:
Industrial Value Chain Initiative, Japan
Yasuyuki Nishioka: President, Industrial Value Chain Initiative
Yasuo Matsuoka: Steering committee member, leader of advanced study group for sensor data
utilization technology for data distribution.
Nobuyuki Ogura: Convenor for IVI Reference Architecture Task Force

6.3.5.2 Context
In digital transformation and ecosystems, the necessity to connect different entities to share
information over different enterprises are often mentioned. But in reality, this is extremely
difficult because it will require various legal, commercial agreements and adjustments among
stakeholders involved, let alone solving many technical issues, such as connecting the correct
information between the entities.
Industrial Value Chain Initiative (IVI), with the support of Ministry of Economics, Trade and
Industry (METI) Japan, has developed CIOF: Connected Industries Open Framework to cater
these requirements for manufacturing in mind. Through couple of years of successful use case
projects, in April 2022, IVI and CIOF partners will launch commercial service of this CIOF.

Figure 26: Concept of CIOF
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Overview of CIOF

Figure27: Distinctive features of CIOF

Figure 28: Flow of contract-based data distribution
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CIOF has following three distinctive features :
01 Architecture of hierarchy servers to control data flow：
Data exchange between different enterprises should be controlled and governed by the
contract mutually agreed. CIOF system of servers enable this data control.
02 Contract creation and management：
Data sending and receiving enterprises, with the help of CIOF, can create a mutually agreed
contract for specific data transaction, and manage the transaction based on the contract,
as well as monetizing on the data, if required.
03 Dictionary control system for interoperability：
Matching the correct context of data is an essential but difficult task. CIOF proposes the
use of IVRA Ontology based on hierarchical layers of dictionaries (common / individual /
external), and loose (soft) standard definitions realizing the fact that different terminology
already exists among different enterprises.

6.3.5.3 Business Benefits
CIOF facilitates easy and flexible creation of new value chain and innovative business model.

Figure 29: Business benefits of CIOF

CIOF is a platform on which users can create a system for purchase ordering, inventory/
production/delivery control, trouble detection, efficiency improvement, quality control,
digitalization of craftsman’s’ skills or whatever else. In the next section we will introduce some
implementation examples for stamping industry.
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6.3.5.4 Solution or Innovation Detail
So far IVI has three examples of implementation in stamping factories.
Generalized outline of the full solution applied to three use cases of stamping industry is as
follows:

Figure 30: Generalized outline of CIOF applied to three use cases

On these systems, two ways of data distribution were verified:
01 Sensor data transferred from Factory to AI vendor through CIOF platform. AI vendor
analyses the sensor data and creates the AI model.
02 AI model transferred from AI vendor to Factory through CIOF platform. Factory implement
AI model and use it for trouble detection and predictive operation.
Optional camera usage was also verified in some cases using edge AI:
01 Product inspection (Misuzu)
02 Surveillance of human entrance to dangerous or restricted area (KS-tech)
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6.3.5.5 Ecosystem
The goal of the above solution is the following ecosystem. Main players are of course a
manufacturer and an AI vendor, but the commitments of others are needed to make this
solution functional.

Figure 31: Ecosystem of all players

In these use cases main players are the companies from stamping industries and total 52
companies and 5 consortiums joined to jointly carry out this project.

Figure 32: Project jointly carried out
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Most important points of this ecosystem are:
Manufacturers can provide data from their daily activities and monetize by providing
their data.
AI vendors can analyze big data from manufacturers and create and provide AI models
to monetize.
Manufacturers can use AI models to improve efficiency and quality, that eventually
save costs.
The other participants can sell their own products to help this cycle works.
End customers get product with higher quality and lower cost.
All of which means a win-win relationship between all participants is expected.

6.3.5.6 Business Model
As already mentioned above, CIOF is designed to facilitate creation of new value chain and
innovative business model. A number of different business models with various applications are
possible. One example of planned model is a joint order acceptance system for a cooperative of
SMEs to secure big orders from e.g. global enterprises.
Sometimes SMEs have high skills of design or are good at manufacturing in specific areas which
global enterprise wants to use. However, the order from the global enterprise is usually too big
for SMEs to handle considering their resources. So IVI is proposing a business model illustrated
below to stamping industry. In this scenario Misuzu or other highly skilled company becomes
a hub which accepts a big order, shares the burden of the big order with cooperative member
companies and secures the order, sharing design drawing, manufacturing know-how, progress
status, quality data, etc. through CIOF.

Figure 33: CIOF implemented via company as a hub
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6.3.5.7 Further Information and References
CIOF as a Basic OS for Data Distribution Among Companies
https://iv-i.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/CIOF-Practical-Seminar-2020-Part1_EN_20201001.pdf

CIOF Architecture Overview and System Implementation Procedure
https://iv-i.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/CIOF-Practical-Seminar-2020-Part2_EN_20201001.pdf
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7 Conclusion
This paper has explored various aspects of ecosystems as they relate to digital transformation
in vertical industries in general, with a specific focus on the manufacturing industry.
Abstract models such as those produced by the London Business School can help provide
an understanding of how ecosystems are constructed and operate in different industries.
The efficacy of ecosystems in creating value within a vertical depends on how that vertical is
typically organized, and how organizations within the vertical interact with each other. These
models also provide a decision-making framework which players can use to decide how they
should participate within the ecosystem, and interact with other players.
New opportunities within a vertical industry can be modelled and analyzed using the Digital
Services Innovation Framework, which helps to prioritize new technology-driven use cases
and design appropriate business models to bring these to market – often involving multiple
ecosystem players.
A key enabling element of any ecosystem is the free-flow of knowledge and data between
ecosystem players. This area has attracted the interest of regulators, for example within the EU
and China, with a view to creating an environment where trust can be created to facilitate the
free flow of data with appropriate controls. Initiatives such as Gaia-X aim to create practical
systems for the safe and controlled sharing of data within an ecosystem.
Within some ecosystems, platforms have a significant role to play in enabling and encouraging
the growth of the ecosystem. Platforms can facilitate smaller, innovative players to bring their
solutions to market, by lowering barriers to entry. Marketplaces and shared platform services
make it faster and easier to launch solutions, whilst strong governance ensures equity and
positive behavior on the part of participants.
In this white paper, the manufacturing industry was used as an exemplar vertical, exploring
the unique needs of manufacturing customers with regard to digital transformation and ICT
products and services. A number of real-world case studies were explored in some detail, kindly
contributed by GIO member companies. These show that manufacturing has a mature and
vibrant ecosystem that is already driving digital transformation value within the vertical.
This paper has hopefully illustrated the importance of ecosystems for encouraging innovation
and promoting growth within a vertical industry. It has provided tools which can be used
to analyze the maturity and needs of ecosystems, thus helping organizations to plot a path
towards success within their respective industries.
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